
Project 5: Robotic Arm (Part 2) ME84 Spring 2018 
Work on Project (in-class) on Thursday, February 15th, 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (2/21) at 9pm 
 
Project Description: Inverse Kinematics is the mathematical calculations that allow          
determination of the proper motor positions (angles) in order to achieve a specific “end-effector”              
location. For instance, in a robotic arm. This project explores programming a robotic arm (from               
Project 4) to traverse through a sequence of points (while drawing) using inverse kinematics. 
 
Hardware and Software: Your project should leverage the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 robotics            
toolset and Python for programming. See building description from Project 4. 
 
Challenge 1: Calculating Motor Positions (based on End Effector Positions) 
Using the software solution from last week (calculating End Effector Positions based on motor              
positions), perform the inverse kinematics calculations on values to determine, based on            
previously calculated End Effector Position, the appropriate motor positions. Display numerical           
values (for inputted motor positions, calculated end effector position, and newly calculated            
motor positions) and, in your documentation, discuss any discrepancies between original input            
values and calculated output values. 
Challenge 2: Playing Back Sequence of End Effector Positions 
Create a program that, using a sequence of end effector positions (x,y locations), calculates the               
appropriate motor positions and “plays back” that sequence (thus, drawing). You should have a              
portion of your code that “lifts” and “drops” the pen/writing utensil, so as to be able to draw a                   
sequence of separate lines. 
Bonus Challenge: Dynamically Inputting Sequence of End Effector Positions 
Instead of hard-coding the sequence of positions in your code, update Challenge 2 to have a                
method of dynamically inputting values (mathematically, mouse-clicks, inputted image that is           
processed, etc). Note that this can be a separate step/separate code that is run independently               
(perhaps in a different language, e.g. LabVIEW, JavaScript, etc.). 
 
Grading Rubric: 
Document your robot appropriately (description, pictures, videos, code, etc.) and submit all            
documentation to the class website by Wednesday (2/21) at 9pm. 
 
Total: 10 points 
Code (2 points): Is proper, commented code submitted for challenges? Appear to be correct? 

Challenge 1 (3 points): 
● Are the calculations correct? Is there discussion of the inputs vs. outputs?  

Challenge 2 (3 points): 

● Is the robot capable of playing back a sequence of end effector positions? 
Documentation (2 points): Is the write-up complete, clear, and accurately describe the work? 
Bonus Challenge (+1 additional point): 

● Is there a method of dynamically entering in the sequence of points (not hard coded)? 


